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IF GUIDANCE COUNCELLORS DIDN’T EXIST, THEY WOULD HAVE TO BE 

INVENTED 
THEY EXIST !!! WHY SUPPRESS THEM ? 

 
 
 
by R.BALDY professor of Child and Adolescent Psychology at University Paul Valery of 
Montpellier 
 
 
 
« There are about 4500 guidance councellors in France- as an example, there are a hundred of them 
in the region of Languedoc-Roussillon. Their status is that of state civil servants, depending from the 
Ministery of National Education. The body of guidance councellors has a long history : it has been 
able to adapt to all the mutations of society and of the education system as well. From the pioneers 
at the beginning of the Xxth century when they were working in offices of vocational guidance, testing 
skills and evaluating the aptitudes of future apprentices leaving school, they have been called in turn : 
education and vocational guidance councellors, guidance councellors, and since 1991 they are 
guidance councellors and chartered psychologists as well, after an academic cursus of 5 years. 
 
If their number is small, (a mere drop in the sea ! ) they fulfil however a real public service and have 
an important social usefulness. At the heart of the education system, guidance councellors play a 
crucial role with pupils and their families ; they are also fully part of the educational team, they advise 
technically the heads of schools - middle and high schools as well as universities. Outside the 
education system, within information and guidance centres, they inform and advise all publics , 
children, adolescents, adults. 
 
The announced suppression of this body of state civil servants will create many problems about 
which citizens have the right to be informed. I precise that my point of view is neither that of a 
corporatist (I am not a guidance councellor), nor that of a syndicalist (I am not unionized), but that of 
an academics, specialist of child and adolescent education and guidance psychology. 
 
The first problem is that of the « decentralisation » of the managing of several bodies of staff from 
National Education - among them guidance councellors. The transfer of authority from State to 
Region puts at stakes the administrative status of guidance councellors. It is an important problem, 
about which it must be possible to discuss within the frame of the outcoming decentralized 
organisation of the Republic, subject which I will not approach directly here. 
 
The second problem is that of of the missions of the guidance councellors. What seems to appear 
today is a pure and simple giving away at the disposal of regions of the material and human means of 
a state public service. Why does the Ministery of National Education give away this primeval 
mission of the education system, leaving it in the hands of uncertain regional policies ? What will the 
various regions of France do ? Will it still be possible to have a « public service of equal quality 
present all over the territory ? » 
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The present project would consist into removing guidance councellors from schools and universities 
in order to assign them to a mission of social integration of young adults in difficulties. One talks of a 
system of global structures dispensing information on vocational trainings. 
 
 
 
Surely the need for a qualified staff in that field exists, however, in the meantime, guidance 
councellors will have to be replaced in schools, universities and guidance centres, one way or the 
other. Without their discreet though permanent work with pupils, families, teachers and heads of 
schools, work which contributes to the good management of the system ( commissions to affect 
pupils, appeal commissions, class councils... ) the very system couldn’t function satisfactorily. I wrote 
that guidance councellors represented a mere drop in the sea, but this very drop puts oil in the 
mechanism of the system itself. Within schools guidance councellors do PREVENTION, day after 
day, at the occasion of weekly duties when they meet pupils, parents, when they participate to class 
councils etc...Wthout that work, assuredly little visible but constant, more pupils than now will drop 
school, will not feel at ease and will feel out of place, will wish to be re-guided etc...The most 
deprived pupils and families will first pay for the costs of such a policy. Such policy will worsen 
social unequalities and will create a severe draw back in the democratisation of education. One will 
have to pay more and more staff for REMEDIATION. May be-ironically- ex-guidance councellors 
will be required to offer such a service ?  
Taking into account the power of inertia of the system, the damages will only be visible in 10 years 
time or so. Then , it will be too late. Today, the present government cheesepares, tommorrow the bill 
to pay will be heavy. Maybe, then, a new body of guidance councellors will be created again in 
order to repear the damages done to the education system ! We will be back at square one. 
 
Who will replace guidance councellors within the educational system ?  
To believe, as one can read here or there, that teachers will be able, on top of their own pedagogical 
missions, to fulfil that of guidance councellors, is an illusion. First, teachers have already a hard time 
with responding satisfactorily to the heavier and heavier exigencies of their job. Moreover, they have 
not been trained to accomplish that type of mission ( that of guidance ). Each teacher is a specialist of 
his own subject, and in its own, it is not that easy. It is humanely impossible to require from him to be 
a specialist of guidance as well . Guidance councellors have been specifically trained during 5 years 
for that specific task and their training, unique, responds perfectly to the exigencies of their missions.  
Indeed, they are chartered psychologists and in that respect they are specialists of earing, coucelling, 
check-up and vocational project...But they are not only that. They have also been trained to 
pedagogy, to knowing the education system, to analyzing the labour market and its evolution, and 
economics in general. All these various subjects are constitutive of a national competitive exam-
(remember guidance councellors are state civil servants) 
 
No doubt, private commercial firms are able to take such a market ; Some of them, such as 
« L’Etudiant », are ready, providing fees, to answer the need for councelling. Here it means the 
privatisation of a public (therefore charge-free) service; that will increase the unequalities I have been 
mentionning further up. 
 
The project of replacing guidance councellors by teachers and/or by private firms appears to me 
founded on false ideas. The education system as well as the totality of society has become so 
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complex in its organization as much as in its functioning, changes go so fast that only a specialist is 
able to know exactly what is going on. Within schools and universities the guidance councellor is 
often the only person able to communicate such a knowledge to others. 
 
Information in itself is not all. To believe that informing pupils about studies is sufficient to properly 
help them to choose is a myth. Indeed, pupils are over informed by all sorts of media which shell 
them with messages. One of the missions of guidance councellors is to help the pupils to put some 
order into the muddle of informations and to lead them to a personal reflexion about their own future. 
 
Information on the education system or on the labour market only makes sense if such information is 
nourrished by the elaboration of a personal project. Guidance councellors are the specialists who 
help to the elaboration of a project. They possess the technics leading the individual to elaborate a 
self representation (Who am I ? Which are my handicaps and my qualities ? Which are my favourite 
activities ?), and also a representation of the neighbouring world with its pressures and opportunities, 
and finally to think about the way these 2 types of representation can merge. Such an approach 
cannot be achieved during a 15 minutes interview (by telephone or by e-mail). The information 
provided by a guidance councellor inscrIbes itself within an educational approach. Guidance cannot 
satisfy itself with a punctual moment inside an academic cursus. It is a long process, inscribed in 
duration, requiring an individual following up integrated to the pedagogical context. It is a part, 
maybe the most important one, of the education of a pupil, or it would be more accurate to say the 
education of the individual who remains behind the pupil. Nothing saddens more a guidance 
councellor than to hear a pupil declare « I have been misguided ». Such a sentence reveals a double 
failure in his own action. Rightly or wrongly, nobody should pride oneself of « guiding » pupils. 
Guidance should be a demonstration of the autonomy of the pupil. In order to be accepted a 
« guidance » can’t be imposed from outside. It must be chosen and assumed. Even though one may 
say later « I have misguided myself ». 
 
As a conclusion, I wish to say, as the psychology academics I am, that the guidance of a pupil 
appears to me as being the most important process within the education system. Only such an 
approach is liable to make sense in training; Pupils and students study in order to prepare their own 
future, but also to integrate as best as possible our society. The more they grow, the more they need 
to give a meaning to their trainings. To that purpose, they must progressively elaborate an academic 
and vocational project, a life project indeed.Or else, what to answer to the following question : 
« What is the point ? » 
If National Education drops the primeval mission of the guidance of young people whom it is in 
charge of, then any kind of training becomes senseless. Public service doesn’t mean the confort 
of civil servants. It means the exigency of the quality of a dispensed service, the quality of 
a high level training for the specialist who is payed to dispense that service, the quality of 
rigour in his approach. To defend the missions of guidance councellors is simply good 
sense. 
 
 
 
Traduction du texte français de R. BALDY de l’Université Paul Valéry de Montpellier par France 
Sirockin-COP, DRONISEP Paris, 7 avril 2003. 


